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WEEKLY COTTON REPORT
As of 11 January 2008
Numerous new sales mostly by few ginners,
who took advantage of the strong performance in NY futures
 In the beginning of the week there was some activity both in old and current crop. Following the NY
futures high levels, ginners took the opportunity to either fix some of their on call contracts (basis March) or
proceed to new sales at profitable prices. Buyers in these new sales were generally merchants and smaller
quantities for ‘direct' sales to Turkish mills. As usual Turkish spinners are still not very aggressive with Greek
and consume their own cotton. It is estimated that they will enter our market by March, due to shortage of
their crop. In addition, few old crop stocks were sold at levels of 152 c/kgs FOT.

Crop wise, there are still too many stocks of seed cotton in the warehouses of growers. Especially in
Thessaly area farmers insist on holding their cotton and wait for the market to go higher in order to deliver. In
all other areas most of the growers have delivered their cotton, fixed their prices and got paid. Referring
quantities available we calculate as follows:



Production & Beg. Stocks..........320,000 tons
Domestic consumption..............70,000 tons
Committed for exports...............50,000 tons
-------------------------------------------------------Available quantity for new sales 200,000 tons

Price wise, ginners have been asking the ‘even' July 08 levels, which doesn't seem workable for merchants
when July is at 72-73 c/lb. Following yesterday's correction in NY and the new USDA report, ginners would
like to re evaluate things before proceeding to new sales.
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Disclaimer

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services,
issue reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such
information has not been verified by “Investment Research & Analysis Journal” (“IRAJ”), and
“IRAJ” does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions,
estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in the research reports presented by
“IRAJ” represent judgment as of the date of the reports, are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be
instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and statements may
not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of
“covered companies” by no means.
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